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Hillbilly Elegy

view in catalog
Many in the media and politics keep trying to figure out why our new President attracts so many Rust
Belt and Appalachian voters. This memoir of a young man?s coming of age in both regions may offer
some insight.
At only thirty-one, J.D. Vance admits he's way too young to have penned a memoir. He hasn?t done
anything extraordinary (though he did graduate from Yale Law School, a major accomplishment for a kid
from a single-parent home in a working-class town in Ohio, where many did not finish high school).
Vance writes
about
most
Hillbilly
vividlyElegy
of Jackson, his dirt-poor but beautiful ancestral home in the mountains of
eastern Kentucky. He also describes his people: a great-grandmother who once killed someone, and his
own Mamaw who often threatens to do the same to her husband when he comes home drunk. In fact, J.D.
relates, one night he saves his Pawpaw after Mamaw poured gasoline over him and lights a match. Read
more
Posted by Dory L. on May 23, 2017
Hillbilly Elegy: A Memoir of a Family and Culture in Crisis
Memoir
Nonfiction
For the Love of Reading
Information, Answers & Reviews
Dory L.'s blog

May 17th is World Baking Day!

view in catalog
Celebrate World
Dayisby
exploring
oneDay!
of humanity?s oldest sources of nutrition?bread!
aboutBaking
May 17th
World
Baking
Although modern grocery store bread has little in common ancient Egypt?s first flatbreads, this dietary
staple has remained popular through millennia and across the world.
Read more
Posted by Lizzie F. on May 17, 2017
The New Artisan Bread in Five Minutes a Day: The Discovery that Revolutionizes Home Baking
My Bread: The Revolutionary No-Work, No-Knead Method
The Hot Bread Kitchen Cookbook: Artisanal Baking from Around the World
Flour Water Salt Yeast : The Fundamentals of Artisan Bread and Pizza
Tartine Bread
Tartine Book No. 3: Modern, Ancient, Classic, Whole

Bread Revolution: World-Class Baking with Sprouted & Whole Grains, Heirloom Flours & Fresh
Techniques
125 Best Gluten-Free Bread Machine Recipes
Gluten-free bread
Gluten-Free Artisan Bread in Five Minutes a Day
Cookbooks
For the Love of Reading
Lizzie F.'s blog

Homegoing

view in catalog
A Ghana proverb says, ?By going and coming, a bird weaves its nest.? The title of this novel tells the
story of many people from Ghana who were forcibly removed from their African home, yet centuries
later, two descendants return to find their family.
If you liked Colson Whitehead?s The Underground Railroad, Yaa Gyasi?s novel will make the perfect
follow-up. Hard to believe that she started writing this in her early twenties and finished it by age twentysix. It covers much more ground than Whitehead?s historical novel: Africa and the U.S., and much more
time, from the mid-seventeen hundreds to now.
At one point in the novel, a black history teacher describes history as storytelling. Gyasi presents many
eloquent and heart-rending stories here. What ties them together is that all the characters belong to one
extended family, who were once royalty in Ghana. They became both slave-sellers and slaves. Many
came to America.
Gyasi follows two tracks of this family: one remained in Ghana, the other was forced into slavery in the
U.S. It follows their descendants after the Civil War, Reconstruction, and the great migration north.
Gyasi visited Africa as a student to do research on a book about mothers about
and daughters.
Homegoing
But when she
toured Ghana?s Cape Coast Castle, something in the rooms, the cellar where slaves were chained and
abused in dungeons called out to her. She immediately decided to focus on the African slave trade and its
diaspora later in the U.S. Read more
Posted by Dory L. on April 25, 2017
Homegoing
African American
Fiction
Multicultural
For the Love of Reading
Information, Answers & Reviews
Dory L.'s blog

The Vegetarian

view in catalog
For me, books are a form of traveling to distant places, places I will probably never see. Because of this, I
decided to check out this Man Booker Prize winner about South Korea.
My experience with books set in Korea has centered on North Korea?mostly nonfiction, except for
Adam Johnson?s stellar novel The Orphan Master?s Son that won the Pulitzer in 2012.
The Vegetarian begins with the speaker, Cheong, saying, ?Before my wife turned vegetarian, I?d always
thought of her as unremarkable in every way.? Cheong, an ambitious businessman, then states that he
deliberately chose his wife because she was so bland.
But late one
about
night,
The
Yeong-hye
Vegetarianwakes from a dream. Cheong finds her in the kitchen in the dark; she does
not respond to his words or even his touch. The next day, Yeong-hye, almost in a trancelike state, throws
away all the meat and fish from their refrigerator and freezer. She never willingly eats flesh again. Read
more
Posted by Dory L. on March 16, 2017
The Vegetarian
Family Relationships
For the Love of Reading
Information, Answers & Reviews
Dory L.'s blog

Lillian Boxfish Takes a Walk

view in catalog
Solvitur Ambulande, solved by walking, could be the motto of this novel. And if you, like me, process the
world while strolling through town or the woods, you?ll love this book.
Two alternating stories thread through it. In one, it?s the 1980s, and New York City still has a crime
problem, so people fear walking at night. Most, that is, except for Lillian Boxfish, an octogenarian
advertising maven (retired) and a poet. It?s New Year?s 1985, and a ten-mile, round trip walk from upper
Manhattan to the Bowery and the Village is no big deal for her.
The secondabout
storyLillian
first-time
Boxfish
novelist
Takes
Kathleen
a WalkRooney weaves tells Lillian?s history in the Big Apple.
After moving to New York from D.C. in the roaring twenties, Lillian immediately felt at home. She
began living in Manhattan in a sheltered rooming house with strict curfews and rules against male
visitors. Lillian and her childhood girlfriend got around these rules by organizing Shakespearean theater
pieces to which they invited eligible bachelors. Later, they?d head out on the town with them, and
coming back hours after curvew, they?d tip the front desk person, and steal back to their rooms. Read
more
Posted by Dory L. on March 1, 2017
Lillian Boxfish Takes a Walk: A Novel
Fiction
For the Love of Reading
Information, Answers & Reviews
Dory L.'s blog
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Caraval by Stephanie Garber

view in catalog
Scarlett has been writing to Legend every year for the past 7 years, but this year, she finally got the letter
right. Legend is the master of Caraval, a magical, mysterious game where the winner's get fame, glory,
and, this time, a wish. Scarlett and her sister Tella have been invited to Caraval, but Scarlett is about to
marry a Count and finally take her sister away from their tiny island and their abusive father. If she
leaves to play the game, she could ruin everything. Read more
Posted by Becky F. on February 14, 2017
Caraval
Teens
Teens
For the Love of Reading
Becky F.'s blog
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